. 
Discussion
Changes of the sex ratio at birth (the secondary sex ratio) have been examined in relation to characteristics of parents and certain environmental factors in different geographical populations11). Among several intriguing findings in the previous ,studies some of them are of interest to be noted. A majority of investigators reported that young mothers particularly with the first pregnancy were liable to deliver boys than older mothers having more previous pregnancies were. In contrast to the above observation, Novitski12) reported that the age of fathers than the age of mothers was more responsible to the decline of the sex ratio, that is the lower proportion of males to females from older fathers.
To explain the lower sex ratio in older mothers, it has simply been considered that an excess of male embryos tended to be aborted with advancing the age of mothers. Cytogenetic studies however revealed that female rather than male embryos were frequently aborted spontaneously13). From a point of view of biological mechanisms, the puzzling problem is how to interpret the role of father's age on the change of the secondary sex ratio. The changes of the sex ratio have been noted with special reference to ethnic and geographical differences. But, no unifying interpretation has been made so far.
Although the advantage of an animal model stems from a possible manipulation of subjects as the experimental and control groups, a major trouble which we encounter is in the extrapolation of experimental findings to the natural occurrence in humans. We should certainly note the differences of genetic background and of reproductive performances between the man and the mouse. Since the reproductive behavior of female mice is simply and strictly controlled by the hormonal regulation, the animals copulate only during the time of estrus. On the other hand, the human reproductive performances are more complicated and the sexual intercourse occurs without regard to the estrous cycle. Guerrerol4) claimed that the timing of insemination could affect the sex ratio, that is, the higher sex ratio could be expected when the time lag of the last insemination from ovulation be greater. From an epidemiological point of view, the use of an animal model is a relevant tool, so far as we comprehend the differential characteristics between man and other mammals.
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